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Abstract
As more and more of our lives are taken over by automated decision making systems (whether
it be for hiring, college admissions, criminal justice or loans), we have begun to ask whether
these systems are making decisions that humans would consider fair, or non-discriminatory. The
problem is that notions of fairness, discrimination, transparency and accountability are concepts
in society and the law that have no obvious formal analog.
But our algorithms speak the language of mathematics. And so if we want to encode our
beliefs into automated decision systems, we must formalize them precisely, while still capturing
the natural imprecision and ambiguity in these ideas.
In this talk, I’ll survey the new field of fairness, accountability and transparency in computer
science. I’ll focus on how we formalize these notions, how they connect to traditional notions in
theoretical computer science, and even describe some impossibility results that arise from this
formalization. I’ll conclude with some open questions.
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